Post earrings; pendant on 18" chain. Sterling silver. Surrounds a thistle, a sign of devotion that endures all obstacles. In the heart of bonnie Scotland blooms a thistle. A shining heart Bonne heArt oF sCotlAnd

Slipper sizes S-L. in their own polka-dot trimmed mesh pouch. Cotton insoles, suede soles. lined partly in green velvet and partly in cheery polka dots. Slippers travel at the end of a long day, reward your feet with the softly cushioned slippers, when open. attached earring holder. Closes with a jolly polka-dot tie closure. 9" x 6" velcro ring loops, one large satin-lined open pocket, one zip pocket, and

Jewelry roll holds your treasures safely and prettily. Velvet interior features colorful 51" strap. 8" x 8". adorning embroidered lilac satin, trimmed with purple and gold brocade. The thistle of Scotland blooms soft and inviting on these luxurious silk travel accessories. Look sharp with one of these fine ceremonial knives. Scots Gaelic for "black dagger," the sgian dubh is traditionally worn in the top of a Highlander's stocking. Made in Scotland, with 3½” stainless steel blades. The Staghorn handle is made from naturally shed antlers. The Glenurquhart is a museum-quality resin replica of a carved walrus tusk knife. Each comes with an embossed leather sheath. Keepers oF the keys

YOEU TAKE THE HIGH ROAD
The thistle, symbol of the indomitable Scottish spirit. Finely-detailed pewter brooch evokes the Scottish countryside, with a double-flowering thistle in full leaf. Suitable for medium or heavyweight cloth. Handmade In USA. Pewter Thistle Brooch *40

A BIT OF FANCY
Take your plaid to a new level with crushed silk velvet. Double-sided scarf surrounds you with soft luxury in a muted plaid of scarlet and pine green, with touches of sky blue and grass green. Eternal knot pewter scarf ring includes a pin on the back to help you style it as you wish, as scarf or sash. Ring is 3" across; 82% viscose and 18% silk velvet scarf is 60" wide, 70" long. Also available in Deep Forest, Turquoise or Thistle. Made in Scotland. 100% pure silk. Engraved "Made in Scotland.""Thistle Scarf with Ring **55

The thistle, symbol of the indomitable Scottish spirit. Finely-detailed pewter brooch evokes the Scottish countryside, with a double-flowering thistle in full leaf. Suitable for medium or heavyweight cloth. Handmade In USA.

A toast to the land of your ancestors—or the land of your single malt. Whatever the reason you revere Scotland, remember to toast with this sweatshirt, the Lion Rampant proud. Hooded sweatshirt in heathered crimson with zip front and left chest emblem. Also available; tee shirt in the blue of St Andrew. Cotton; machine wash. Imported. Sizes S-XXL.

HIGHLANDER'S DAGGER
Look sharp with one of these fine ceremonial knives. Scots Gaelic for "black dagger," the sgian dubh is traditionally worn in the top of a Highlander's stocking. Made in Scotland, with 3½” stainless steel blades. The Staghorn handle is made from naturally shed antlers. The Glenurquhart is a museum-quality resin replica of a carved walrus tusk knife. Each comes with an embossed leather sheath.

SPIRIT OF THE GLEN
The famed bagpipes and drums of the Royal Scots Dragon Guards musicians meld with other instruments and the occasional vocal for a stirring presentation of tunes traditional and contemporary. 14 tracks, see list at gaelsong.com. Spirit of the Glen CD *18

NEW! HERE’S TO THE PIPER!
A toast to the piper, and to the land of the Scots! Embossed pewter playing in the highland hills enlivens this pewter tankard; a thistle twines up the handle. 5" high, holds 20 oz. Made in UK. Bagpiper Tankard **65

SCOTTISH THRILLEST THISTLE
The thistle, symbol of the indomitable Scottish spirit. Finely-detailed pewter brooch evokes the Scottish countryside, with a double-flowering thistle in full leaf. Suitable for medium or heavyweight cloth. Handmade In USA. Pewter Thistle Brooch *40

Here’s to Scotland, the Brave. Land of my heart forever, Scotland the brave! Take your plaid to a new level with crushed silk velvet. Double-sided scarf surrounds you with soft luxury in a muted plaid of scarlet and pine green, with touches of sky blue and grass green. Eternal knot pewter scarf ring includes a pin on the back to help you style it as you wish, as scarf or sash. Ring is 3" across; 82% viscose and 18% silk velvet scarf is 60" wide, 70" long. Also available in Deep Forest, Turquoise or Thistle. Made in Scotland. 100% pure silk. Engraved "Made in Scotland."

Here’s to Scotland, the Brave. Land of my heart forever, Scotland the brave! Take your plaid to a new level with crushed silk velvet. Double-sided scarf surrounds you with soft luxury in a muted plaid of scarlet and pine green, with touches of sky blue and grass green. Eternal knot pewter scarf ring includes a pin on the back to help you style it as you wish, as scarf or sash. Ring is 3" across; 82% viscose and 18% silk velvet scarf is 60" wide, 70" long. Also available in Deep Forest, Turquoise or Thistle. Made in Scotland. 100% pure silk. Engraved "Made in Scotland."